MILES PALMER - INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR
LAST WORD RESOURCES PO BOX 1048 STOKE-ON-TRENT ST7 2FD
Tel +44 (0)1270 873670 Fax +44 (0)1270 875822 email mpalmer@telco4u.net

Europe in the Round - Order Form
Europe in the Round subscription:

One year subscription, including site licence (unlimited users on the same site), available on either CD ROM or via the
Internet at £100 + VAT. Please tick the appropriate boxes below
Option 1

Price

CD ROM

£120 (site licence)

Terms and conditions

Total (£)

2 editions during a 12 month period

Option 2 (N.B. For this option your details below must include an email address)
Internet Delivery

£120 (site licence)

Includes password (sent by email) controlled
access for 12 months on one nominated site

£180 (site licence)

12 month period: conditions as above

Option 3
CD ROM & Internet
Option 4
Return CD ROM within 30 days
Or keep the disc and we will invoice you

Free Trial CD ROM
Additional CD ROMs
CD ROM

Qty:

£35 (each)

To be used on the same site OR for Home Use

Site Licences Additional to above - required for use of Europe in the Round Off-site
CD ROM Delivery

Qty:

£70 (each)

Internet Delivery

Qty:

£70 (each)

Payment method:

Cheque enclosed

All prices include
packing and postage
in the UK

Invoice please

VAT 17.5%
TOTAL

This order is using eLearning Credits

Invoice/delivery address
Date

Order number

Name
Position
Establishment
Address
Post code
Telephone
Email

Fax
Essential if ordering Internet Delivery - Password supplied by email

Signed………………………………………….
Minimum hardware and software requirements:

486 processor minimum 66MHz (Pentium preferred) with 16 MB RAM, CD ROM drive , 1 MB free disc space (normal installation) or 400 MB free disc space (full installation), screen
resolution capable of running in 800 x 600 or 1024 x 768 pixels and displaying 256 colours; MS Windows® 98 or later, MS Internet Explorer 5.5 or later (IE 6.0 supplied on CD ROM)

What Subscriptions Allow
Europe in the Round is supplied on annual subscription, which includes two editions (on CD-ROM format for
the PC platform) during a 12 month period.
Definition of 'site licence use'
The software may be used on an unlimited number of computers within the site, including across a local area
network. For these purposes the term 'site' refers to a single building, or group of buildings, located at a single
address (e.g. where an institution has different building 'blocks' within a single location, this is classified as a
site).
Where an institution is spread across more than one geographical location, each with a different postal address, such institutions would be deemed as separate sites. In such circumstances each site would be required
to make a separate purchase.
Linking of sites across a Wide Area Network
Where an institution has linked several of its sites across a Wide Area Network, Vocational Technologies has
adopted the policy that the first site will pay the full standard price for the product; second and subsequent
sites each pay half the standard price.
Licence Agreement
Europe in the Round is licensed, not sold to you, by Vocational Technologies Ltd (hereafter VT) for use only
on the terms stated below. VT retains proprietary rights in all copies and formats of the software itself,
although you own the disc(s) on which the software is recorded.
1. A site licence allows you to use this software (and copies thereof) on any number of personal computers
(IBM-compatible) including across a local area network, provided that all are on a single site ie normally
within one building. For a wide area network you need an extended licence from VT.
2. You may not use the software for any commercial purpose, including making charges for loans or printouts,
without first obtaining an extended licence from VT (Public libraries are deemed to have such an extended
licence).
3. You may not make copies of this software for anyone else nor for use outside the site to which your licence
refers. You may sell or give away your software to a third party only if that party agrees to be bound by these
terms and conditions and only if you pass on the complete documentation with the software having first destroyed any copies of software or documentation that may have been made.
4. You may make Collections from this software by the method prescribed provided that you retain and respect our Copyright notice on any such Collections. You may copy statistical and other data, and pictures, and
may manipulate these using suitable software, but may not publish the manipulated data or picture without
first obtaining an extended licence from VT.
This software is supplied 'as is'. VT makes no warranty as to its fitness for any particular purpose. Nor can we
give any warranty that the data in this system is or can remain up-to-date, accurate and comprehensive, nor
accept any responsibility for any consequences of any errors which may exist, however they are caused.
All rights reserved. Except as specified above, no part of the software or its documentation may be reproduced, stored on a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise without VT's prior written permission.
If you are in any doubt whatsoever about these conditions, please contact VT since a breach of these conditions could result in a criminal as well as a civil offence being committed.

